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CATLINK aims to develop products that keep your pets 
happy and make your life easier. This manual will help you 
get the most out of your Scooper Pro - X. We will guide 
you through the setup process, as well as provide you 
with useful tips and advices.

There are many features to explore with the Scooper Pro 
- X, so keep this manual handy for future reference. If you 
need assistance, or a little extra time, please email us at 
support@catlink.cn or call us +1 833 440 2772.
Enjoy your Scooper Pro - X, and Enjoy your Freedom!

CATLINK

Thank you for purchasing a 
CATLINK AI Cat Litter Box Scooper Pro - X!
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Important Safety Instructions

Always be sure any cat in your household that might use the Scooper Pro - X weighs at least 3.3 pounds. 

Cats must weigh 3.3 to 22 pounds to safely use the Scooper Pro - X.

Always place the Scooper on a firm, level surface. Avoid soft, uneven, or unstable flooring, which may affect 

the ability of the unit to detect your cat.

Always unplug the unit before servicing.

Never force your cat into the Scooper.

Never put anything in the unit other than clumping litter or litter beads that are small enough to pass 

through the screen.

Never sit on or place anything on top of the Scooper.

Never push the Scooper against a wall or into a corner (must not be touching any walls).

Never remove the Globe or Bonnet while the unit is rotating or turn the unit on if the Globe or Bonnet are 

removed.

Never wet or submerge the Bonnet or Base.

Never allow children and persons with reduced physical, sensory, or mental capabilities or lack of experience 

and knowledge use, clean, or maintain the Scooper without supervision, instruction concerning its use in a 

safe way, and understanding of the hazards involved. Children below 8 years of age should not be allowed 

contact with the Scooper.

Never allow children or others to play with the Scooper.

Never use an external power supply other than the one provided with the unit.

If the external power supply is damaged, please contact us for a replacement.
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【Product Structure】

Night Light

Handle

Carbon Filter Box

UV Sterilization

Control Panel

Power Input

01

Cover

Globe

Base

Waste Drawer
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【Packing List】

AI Cat Litter Box

Power Adapter Trash Liner User Manuel 
(Warranty Card)

Carbon Filter Box

The carbon fitter box has been placed in the waste box. CATLINK 
recommends taking this part out every month and exposing it to 
the sun, and replacing it every 2 months. 

02

Two Screens
（2 options, choose one to use）

Suitable for 
Bentonite Cat Litter

Suitable for 
Mixed Cat Litter
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【Setting Up Your Scooper Pro - X】

1.Placement

Once you have assembled the product and confirmed that the package is complete, 
get started by following the steps below.

1

Make sure that the unit is placed on flat and solid 
ground with no other object at the bottom. Avoid 
soft, uneven, or unstable flooring. 

2

Locate the unit near a power outlet. Ensure the 
unit isn’t pushed against a wall or into a corner 
(must not be touching any walls), and there is no 
other objects are placed on the top.

3

Make sure that the unit is close to the Wi-Fi signal 
and far away from electrical appliances with 
strong interference. 
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2.Power and Initial Test Cycle

Check whether the Trash Liner is properly placed, and properly push the Waste Drawer back to its position.1

Plug the small end of the power supply into the power input at the back of the Base. Then plug the adapter into 
a wall outlet.

2

The unit will perform a test cycle every time it is plugged in. DO NOT touch the unit or buttons during this 
process. It takes about 3 minutes.

3
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3.WIFI Connection

1

NOTE:
1) Please place the litter box as close to the router as possible, and make sure the litter box is powered on.
2) Please authorize the location information, and the Android phone also needs to turn on GPS.
3) Please note that the WIFI name can only contain letters and numbers, so as not to affect the connection.
4) Please use 2.4GHz WIFI, 5GHz WIFI is not supported, as well as hotels, airports, etc. that require special 

certification of WIFI.

Download the CATLINK APP in the application market of your phone or scan the QR code.

2 Register your account in the app and log in. ( Please authorize location, please turn on GPS for Android. )

3 On the DEVICE page, click the ‘+’ in the upper right corner, select the SCOOPER, and follow the instruc-
tions to complete the WIFI connection. (Before connecting, your mobile phone needs to be connected to 
WIFI)

Step1. 
Long press the 2 buttons until you hear 2 beeps. Make sure that the WIFI indicator is flashing, click NEXT 
on the APP.

1 Press and hold the
WIFI connection button
at the same time, the
WIFI indicator will flash

Make sure you press the 2 buttons 
at the same time, release after you 
hear 2 beeps.

Check if the WIFI indicator is blinking.

step 1 help

NEXT
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Connection Failed

Step 2. 
Enter your WIFI password. Click NEXT.

Step 3. 
Waiting for a few moments. During this process, please ensure that the phone and the device are kept close to 
each other.
Da da! Device added successfully, the WIFI indicator is solid blue.
If you can't find your device, please pull down the DEVICE page to refresh. 

Please turn off the power, give it a try one more time. Please read the NOTE under the title  [WIFI Connection] 
of this chapter, to ensure that there are no errors in the process.

If the connection is unsuccessful, please feel free to contact us. 
(Toll free:+1 833 440 2772, Email:support@catlink.cn ) 
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4.Cat Litter

Congratulations!
Your Scooper Pro - X is now ready to use.

Fill the Globe through the opening with clumping litter until it meets the Fill Line when spread flat. Be careful not 
to overfill the Globe. 

The Scooper Pro - X litter sifting system requires clumping litter or mixed litter to work properly. We recommend a 
high-quality, clay-clumping litter. 
DO NOT use litters that are strictly absorbent, non-clumping, loose-clumping, news- paper-based, or 
wood-based pellets.
If you are using a litter alternative not listed here, please contact Customer Service to make sure you are using a 
compatible litter.

MAX
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【Control Panel - Button Functions】
1.Control Panel

Error Indicator

Auto Mode Indicator

Manual Mode Indicator Empty Mode Indicator Mode Button

Timer Mode Indicator Clean/ Pause Button

WIFI Indicator Panel lock Indicator
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2.Button Functions

Clean/ Pause
One Click
Start Clean/ Pause

One Click
Switch Cleaning Mode

Timer mode only works after WIFI is 
successfully connected

When the Panel Lock indicator light is 
on, it means the panel is locked 
successfully. If you want to unlock, 
repeat the above operations. 
[Note] This function can also be turned 
on or off on CATLINK APP.

When the WIFI indicator is always on, it 
means that the WIFI pairing has been 
completed.

Press and hold the 
Mode Switch and the 
Clean/Pause button 
for 3 seconds, release 
the buttons when you 
hear a beep.

Press and hold the 
Mode Switch and 
Clean/Pause buttons, 
release them after 
hearing 2 beeps, 
enter the WIFI pairing 
mode, and complete 
the pairing with the 
CATLINK APP

Mode Switch

Panel Lock

WIFI Connection

Button Operation Explanation
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【Indicator Lights】

Indicator Lights

Auto Mode

Manual Mode

Timer Mode

Empty Mode

Error Indicator

Error + Panel Lock

WIFI

Panel Lock

ON

ON

ON

ON

OFF

ON

Flashing

OFF

ON

The unit is in Automatic Mode and 
the cat can use it normally.

Status Explanation

The unit is in Manual Mode and the cat can use it normally. 
Manual operation is required for the unit to start cleaning.

The unit is in Timer Mode and the cat can use it normally. 
At the set time, the unit automatically cleans.

The unit is in Empty Mode.
Cats are forbidden to use while working.

Under weighing protection, 
the unit suspends operation.
Under radar protection, 
the unit suspends operation.

Waste Drawer is full.

Under Anti-pinch protection, 
the unit suspends operation.
Under Motor stalled protection, 
the unit suspends operation.

WIFI not connected 

WIFI connected 

WIFI pairing 

Panel Lock off

Panel Lock On

ON

Flashing Quickly

Flashing Slowly

Flashing Fast

Flashing Slow
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【Working Mode】

When the cat leaves the Globe, the timer starts. After 5 minutes 
by default, the litter box will automatically clean.

[Note] The Wait Time can be modified in the APP.

Manual control to start and pause cleaning.

Only after the WIFI pairing is successful, you can set the time for 
regular cleaning on the APP.

Empty the cat litter in the Globe.

Auto

Manual

Timer

Empty

Mode Panel Indicator Explanation
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【Protection Mechanism】

During the rotation of the Globe, if a moving object enters, radar 
protection will be triggered first, and the Globe will stop rotating.
When the object is detected to leave, the Globe will resume rotation.

During the rotation of the Globe, if a object over 3.3lbs enters, the 
weighing protection will be triggered, and the Globe will stop rotating.
When the object is detected to leave, the Globe will resume rotation.

When the Globe's litter outlet is facing downwards and the anti-pinch 
device is triggered during rotation, the globe will release the maximum 
litter outlet space and stop rotating. 
This protection can only be lifted after human intervention.

The Globe will stop rotating when the motor resistance suddenly 
increases during the rotation. This protection can only be cancelled 
with human intervention.

Radar Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Weighing

Anti-pinch

Motor Stalled

Protection Function Priority Explanation
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【Replace All Cat Litter】

1 Click the Mode button to switch to Empty mode.

3 After all the cat litter has fallen into the 
Waste Drawer, click the Clean/Pause 
button again, and the Globe will 
return to its original position.

5 Add new cat litter, below the MAX mark, then click the 
Clean / Pause button to clean once to smooth the cat litter.

2 Click the Clean/Pause button and the Globe will 
rotate clockwise.

4 Take out the Waste Drawer, seal and discard the 
waste cat litter; put on a new Trash Liner, and push 
the Waste Drawer back to its original position.
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【Cleaning and Attentions】

1 Power off after emptying the cat litter, 
Refer to the steps for 【Replace All Cat Litter】

3 Take out the Globe 
(Pay attention to removing the support rod 
of the rotating shaft on the back of the Globe).

Connecting Wire

2 Remove the top cover, If it is a luxury model, 
please remove the connecting wire as shown 
in the figure before removing the top cover.

4 Take out the Waste Drawer and the Carbon Filter
(The Carbon Filter is recommended to expose 
it to the sunshine once a month and replace it 
every two months).
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5 Globe and Waste Drawer can be washed directly
 (be sure to wipe and dry thoroughly after washing).

7 After cleaning up, install a new Carbon Filter back 
to the Waste Drawer, and follow the reverse steps 
to assemble the device properly. 

6 Top Cover and Base can be wiped with wet 
wipes ( Due to the electronic parts inside, it 
cannot be washed directly).
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【Troubleshooting】

Stop operation caused by Radar 
protection, weighing protection, 
full Waste Drawer.

Cancel manually Click the Clean/ Pause button once.

Click the Clean/ Pause button once.Cancel manually

Reset cat litter 
to ZERO

Stop operation caused by 
Anti-pinch was triggered.

The amount of cat litter is 
not accurate.

Empty all 
cat litter.

Empty all cat litter.

Long press the Mode Switch 
button, release it after hearing 
2 beeps, the Manual Mode 
indicator and the Mode Switch 
button indicator flash.

Immediately press and hold the 
Mode Switch button again, 
release it after hearing 2 beeps.

5 Operation complete.

Trouble Solution Steps
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Weighing data is inaccurate.
Weighing 
calibration

Prepare reference object.
Can use 3.3lbs items, 
3 bottles of 16.9 fl oz water.

Power off and restart.

After the Globe starts to rotate, 
put the 3.3lbs item into the Globe.

Long press the Mode Switch 
button, release it after hearing 
two beeps, the Mode Switch 
indicator flashes.

After the indicator light of the Mode Switch 
button is always on and a beep sounds, the 
weighing calibration is completed.

Trouble Solution Steps

3.3lbs
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【Accessories】

You can order the above products on Amazon.com or www.catlinkus.com

Trash Liner

Carbon Filter Box

Ramp

Clumping Litter

Odor Remover

Name Product pictures

Cat litter

Amazon.com www.catlinkus.com
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【Product Specifications】

Product Name

Product Model

Main Material

Product Size

Rated Voltage

Rated Power

Applicable Scope

Weight

Carried Standard

CATLINK AI Cat Litter Box（Pro - X）- SCOOPER

CL-07 / CL-08

PP

23.62 x 22.83 x 27.95 inch

12V

5W

Cat (3.3-22 lbs)

24.25 lbs

GB 4706.1-2005
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【Compare CATLINK Models】

NOTE:
Deodorization function: This function is enabled by default. 
Closing and mode adjustment are not supported.

Night Light

Temperature and Humidity Sensor

Litter Level

Weight Sensor

Anti-pinch Sensor

Radar Sensor

UV Sterilization

Deodorization

X

X

X

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Functions Pro-X Standard Pro-X Luxury
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【Customer Service】

Phone Support

We will provide customers with a one-year free warranty service.
If you have questions or need assistance, contact us!

+1 833 440 2772
Mon–Fri: 10AM–6PM EST 

Email Support
support@catlink.cn 24/7
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